'09 Pauahi Advisory Lesson

Purpose:
- Allow students an opportunity to reflect upon the meaning and significance of Founder’s Day.
- Recite the Statement of Appreciation in preparation for Pauahi Founder’s Day on December 18.

1. Please instruct the students to watch the Pauahi Advisory Video. You may project onto a screen using an LCD or instruct students to use their ear buds to watch the video on their lap top. The video is posted on the SAC Blog –

2. After watching the video, have students popcorn share responses:
   - What does Founder’s Day mean to you?
   - What does the Statement of Appreciation mean to you?
   - How can you apply the Statement of Appreciation to your life now or in the future?
   - Why is it important to dress appropriately for Founder’s Day

Extending the lesson:
- Write a “mahalo” letter to Pauahi.
- Set a goal for 2010 on how you will “carry yourself with dignity and pride” now and in the future. Write that goal down and at the end of the school year, evaluate if you have fulfilled that goal.
- Draw a picture of all the things that Pauahi has provided that you are grateful for. Share the picture and post it to remind you of Pauahi’s generosity.
- Draw a time line of the events leading up to the establishment of Kamehameha Schools.

Suggested Resources:
- [http://www.ksbe.edu/pauahi/](http://www.ksbe.edu/pauahi/)
- [http://kapalama.ksbe.edu/archives/](http://kapalama.ksbe.edu/archives/)